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Abstract
Accurate identification of critical malicious drones is crucial for optimizing directed energy attacks and maximizing their
effectiveness. However, current studies on critical drone identification are still in the preliminary stage and almost rely on the
traditional centralitymethods that donot address the distributed features of drone swarms.This leads to inaccurate identification
of critical drones, resulting in the low efficiency of directed energy attacks. Therefore, this paper proposes a new critical
drone identification method based on the distributed features, communication intensity, and communication scale of drones.
Specifically, this paper first constructs a dynamic communication prediction network (DCPN) of drone swarms based on the 3D
position and interaction range, which predicts the dynamic communication between drones. Then, this paper proposes a new
method called dynamic giant connected component (GCC)-based scale-intensity centrality (DGSIC) that combines the local,
global, and community structure of DCPN to identify critical nodes with stronger communication capabilities. The dynamic
strategy involves the iterative identification of one critical node at each step, considering the evolving network configuration
and ensuring the identified node remains the most critical in the present network. Additionally, the prioritization strategy is
employed to identify the nodes within the GCC, which can significantly impact the network connectivity and communication.
DGSIC optimizes the attack sequence for directed energy attacks, facilitating the rapid dissolution of malicious drone swarms.
Extensive experiments in four simulated networks and eight real-world networks demonstrate the superior robustness and
cascading failure performance of DGSIC.
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Introduction

The rapid development of micro drone swarms has brought
convenience to areas such as urban planning and disaster
management [1].Meanwhile, it has also provided newmeans
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for terrorist andmilitary activities, including surveillance and
attacks [2]. These malicious incidents have demonstrated the
significant threat posed by drone swarms, which seriously
endanger the privacy, property, and even the safety of res-
idents, sounding the alarm for low-altitude defense. From
then on, research on anti-drone swarms has gradually gained
attention.

The anti-drone swarm system consists of two primary
components: drone detection and drone attack. Drone detec-
tion research has reached a relatively mature stage and can
achieve precise detection [3]. Research on drone attacks can
be categorized into three main types: non-kinetic energy
interference, intensive firepower attack, and directed energy
attack [4]. Among them, directed energy attacks are partic-
ularly well-suited for low-altitude battlefield defense due to
the advantages of precise targeting, low cost, quick response,
and minimal environmental interference [2]. Consequently,
they have become the mainstream equipment and key focus
of anti-drone swarm researches [5, 6]. However, the current
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research on directed energy attacks predominantly concen-
trates on optimizing the hit rate when targeting specific
drones [7–9], often overlooking the optimization of attack
sequences. Additionally, the adaptive cooperation of mali-
cious drone swarms following each directed energy attack
is underexplored [10, 11]. Therefore, capturing the dynamic
collaboration ofmalicious drones, achieving the precise iden-
tification of critical drones, and devising efficient sequences
for directed energy attacks are of utmost importance in sig-
nificantly countering malicious drone swarms.

Communication plays a vital role in facilitating informa-
tion exchange among drones, and it is influenced by factors
such as the interaction range and positional relationship [12].
Considering the high mobility of drones, it becomes nec-
essary to establish a dynamic communication model that
can capture the changing communication in drone swarms.
Traditional models such as agent-based models [13, 14],
Bayesian network-basedmodels [15, 16], and systemdynam-
ics [17, 18] have limitations in effectively representing the
dynamic communication of drone swarms [19]. However,
the development of complex network theory provides a new
perspective for complex system modeling, where drones can
be abstracted as nodes and communication between drones
can be represented as edges [20, 21]. The dynamic com-
munication prediction network (DCPN) model of a drone
swarm can be established by tracking the changes in edges.
Utilizing the DCPN, critical drones can be identified using
critical node identification algorithms. In this paper, critical
drones refer to nodes that are significant to the structure and
function of DCPN, and their failure can damage the connec-
tivity, communication intensity, and communication scale of
the network. However, few studies focus on critical node
identification in DCPN, and less attention has been simul-
taneously given to the distributed features, communication
intensity, and communication scale of drones. Consequently,
the accuracy of critical drone identification is limited.

To address the limitation, this paper focuses on distributed
and dynamic communication features and proposes a new
method for identifying critical drones. Specifically, this paper
first constructs a communication prediction network model
to capture the dynamic communication among drones. Then,
considering the distributed features, communication inten-
sity, and communication scale of drones, a new critical node
identification method incorporating the local, global, and
community structure is proposed to enhance the effective-
ness of directed energy attacks.

The main contributions are as follows:

1. A newly extended dynamic communication prediction
network (DCPN) model for drone swarms is proposed
based on the spatial position relationship, which captures
the dynamic changes in drones and their communica-
tion. The node features record the 3D positions of drones,

and the edge features characterize the dynamic commu-
nication between them. DCPN can effectively capture
the spatial position changes of drones, enabling dynamic
communication prediction and automatic updates of
malicious drone swarms.

2. A newly critical node identification method named
dynamic GCC-based scale-intensity centrality (DGSIC)
is further proposed, in combination with community
structure, communication scale, and communication
intensity. Additionally, dynamic and prioritization strate-
gies are incorporated. Specifically, the network structure
is dynamically updated after each directed energy attack,
and the nodes within GCC are given higher priority.
DGSIC optimizes the attack sequence for directed energy
attacks, facilitating the rapid dissolution of malicious
drone swarms.

The rest of this paper is as follows. “Related work”
overviews the existing work of malicious drone swarm
and critical node identification. “Proposed method” details
the proposed method. “Experiments” shows the experiment
results and analysis. Finally, the subsequent section shows
the conclusion and future work.

Related work

In recent years, the increasing occurrence of malicious drone
swarm attacks has posed a significant threat to the privacy,
property, and even the safety of individuals. Therefore, it is
imperative to propose amethod for identifying critical drones
to efficiently and accurately counter these attacks using
directed energy attacks. While previous research on anti-
drone metrics has mainly focused on areas such as malicious
drone detection [22–24], trajectory tracking [25–27], inter-
ference [28, 29], and swarm robustness analysis [30], less
attention is paid to the identification of critical drones [31].
Moreover, traditional models fail to effectively capture the
dynamic communication between drones [19], leading to a
scarcity of references for the identification of critical drones.

Fortunately, the complex network theory offers a new per-
spective for identifying critical drones [31], treating the drone
swarm as a network and the drones as nodes. Existing litera-
ture primarily introduce critical node identification methods
based on the complex network theory, which can be divided
into three main categories, i.e., local structure-based, global
structure-based, and community structure-based methods.

Local structure-based methods mainly focus on the local
information of the network. For instance, the degree cen-
trality (DC) [32], a classic method, measures the connection
strength between a node and its immediate neighbors, pro-
viding a simple and effectivemetric of node importance [33].
To broaden the scope of local information, Chen et al. pro-
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posed an extension of DC called local centrality (LC), which
takes into account the influence of third-order neighboring
nodes [34]. Tee et al. introduced a local metric called vertex
entropy (VE), which has demonstrated effectiveness in large
commercial networks [35]. Lei et al. approached critical node
identification from the perspective of Tsalli entropy and pre-
sented a new method called LSE, considering the influence
of first-order and second-order neighboring nodes [36]. The
results indicate that LSE exhibits improved information dis-
semination ability and robustness. Additionally, Wang et al.
proposed a method named ALSI based on the aggregated
local structure, which combines the degree and the number
of layers of a node [37]. Extensive results demonstrate the
superiority of ALSI in identifying critical nodes. However,
these algorithms only consider the influence of a node and
its neighbor nodes, without taking into account the impact of
distant nodes, thereby limiting the accuracy of critical node
identification.

Global structure-based methods primarily aim to cap-
ture the overall network information and can be categorized
into two categories: iteration-based and path-based methods.
Iteration-based methods, such as HITs [38], PageRank [39]
and their variants [40, 41], consider the positional features
of nodes and iteratively obtain the global information of net-
works. These methods effectively characterize the critical
nodes with structural advantages. For instance, Jiang et al.
proposed BMRank, a new critical node identificationmethod
based on theHITs,which outperformsothermethods in terms
of network structure [40]. Li et al. designed APAMGM, an
improved centrality metric based on the PageRank, which
can effectively identify the critical nodes with high inter-
pretability [41]. However, these methods heavily rely on the
iterative process, resulting in unstable performance as they
often converge to the local optima. Path-basedmethods, such
as betweenness centrality (BC) [42] and closeness centrality
(CC) [43], effectively characterize the impact of distant nodes
based on the shortest path and performwell in characterizing
the information diffusion of nodes [44]. Besides, Zhao et al.
proposed GIN, a novel method that combines DC and the
shortest path algorithm to evaluate node importance [45].
Zareie et al. introduced ECRM, a method that utilizes DC
and the similarity between nodes and their neighbor nodes
to quantify node importance [46]. The results of GIN and
ECRM demonstrate that coupling metrics are more effective
than single metrics. Therefore, coupling metrics have gained
attention among researchers, providing a new perspective for
critical node identification.

In recent years, there has been increasing evidence link-
ing the function of networks to community structure [47,
48]. Consequently, researchers have focused on critical node
identification methods that leverage community structure to
improve the accuracy of identification [49–54]. For instance,
Tutu et al. designed CbM, a community-based metric that

considers the entropy of a random walk from a node to
each community. Simulation results have shown that nodes
identified by CbM accelerate the dissemination of infor-
mation [50]. Additionally, Liu et al. proposed GDF-ICN, a
group-driven framework that leverages community structure
to enhance the performance of critical node identification.
Comprehensive experiments have confirmed the effective-
ness of this approach [53]. Similarly, exploring community
structure can gain insights into the organization and interac-
tions of drone swarms, enabling the identification of critical
drones that play significant roles in network communication.

In summary, the complex network theory provides a new
perspective for identifying critical drones in drone swarms.
Building upon this theory, this paper proposes a new method
named DGSIC to accurately identify critical nodes with
stronger communication capabilities in DCPN.

Proposedmethod

The proposed method for identifying critical nodes consists
of two main parts, as depicted in Fig. 1. Initially, the drone
swarm dynamic communication prediction networkmodel is
introduced in “Drone swarm dynamic communication pre-
diction network model”. Then, the formulation of DGSIC is
introduced in “Formulation of the DGSIC ”.

Drone swarm dynamic communication prediction
networkmodel

Amidst limited information about drone communication
protocols, the accurate detection and acquisition of com-
munication between drones pose significant challenges
[55]. However, research has shown that the communication
between drones is influenced by their distance and interaction
range, and they cannot communicate beyond this range [56].
Additionally, considering the high mobility of drones, their
distances and communications undergo frequent changes
[10]. To address these challenges, this paper proposes a
dynamic communication prediction network (DCPN) model
based on distance. DCPNcan capture the evolving communi-
cation within the drone swarm and is designed to address the
communication challenges in drone swarms, particularly in
cases where the communication is based on technologies like
Flying Ad-Hoc Network (FANET) [57] instead of relying on
ground control stations.

DCPN: The communication between drones is consid-
ered to be bi-directional, and it dynamically changes with
the movement of drones. Therefore, DCPN is represented as
an undirected and node load graph G=< V , E, M >. V is a
set of nodes, where each node represents a drone, and N=|V |
represents the size of networks. E is a set of edges, which rep-
resents the communication between nodes. The construction
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Fig. 1 The framework of DGSIC. a Drone detection techniques.
DGSIC employs various drone detection methods to collect data from
malicious drone swarms. b Drone swarm data. The 3D position data
records the 3D positions of drones over n consecutive steps. c DCPN
construction. DGSIC constructs the DCPN, effectively capturing the
dynamic communication of malicious drone swarms. d Critical node

identification. Firstly, DGSIC identifies the GCC of DCPN. Then,
DGSIC prioritizes the most critical node within GCC based on the pro-
posed scale-intensity centrality (SIC). Finally, DGSIC attacks the node
and updates DCPN. This dynamic process continues until the DCPN is
completely disintegrated

Fig. 2 An example of the dynamic topology of DCPN. a–c show the topology at times t0, t1, and tn , respectively. The congregation area of drone
swarms is set as 1 × 1 × 1, the drone number N=7, and the interaction range D=0.6

of edges is based on the distance between drones and their
interaction range. If the Euclidean distance di, j between vi
and v j is less than the interaction range D, whose value is
variable and limited by the hardware, there is an edge ei, j ,
otherwise, there is no edge. Fig. 2 shows an example of the
topology of DCPN. As shown in Fig. 2(a), d2,3 is lower than
D at time t0, that is d2,3<0.6, so there exists e2,3. d2,5 is
higher than D, that is d2,5>0.6, so there is no e2,5. To facili-
tate the prediction of drone positions and communication, the

node feature set M is introduced. Each vi is associated with
a n × 3 dimensional matrix mi , which records the 3D posi-
tion of vi at n consecutive time steps. This information helps
in predicting the future positions and communication pat-
terns of drones. The network topology of DCPN is updated
based on the real-time positions of drones. As the positions
of drones change, the distances between them are updated,
and the edges in DCPN are dynamically added or removed.
As shown in Fig. 2(a), since d2,5 becomes lower than D at
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time t1, an edge e2,5 is added to represent the communication
between them.

Overall, DCPN provides a representation of the dynamic
communicationwithin a drone swarm by considering the dis-
tances between drones and their interaction range. It enables
the prediction and analysis of communication dynamics,
which is essential for identifying critical drones and optimiz-
ing the efficiency of directed energy attacks againstmalicious
drone swarms.

Formulation of the DGSIC

The new node importance metric named SIC is introduced
in “The proposed node importance metric”. The dynamic
and prioritization strategies are introduced in “The dynamic
strategy” and “The prioritization strategy”, respectively.

The proposed node importance metric

In a multi-task-oriented and distributed drone swarm, the
network community structure provides a valuable frame-
work for describing its distributed features.By identifying the
community structure ofDCPN, the collaborative relationship
among nodes can be captured, reflecting the distributed fea-
tures within malicious drone swarms. Nodes within the same
community engage in frequent communication to accomplish
shared tasks, while nodes bridging different communities
also communicate to exchange the task-related information
and expand the communication scale. Moreover, previous
studies have demonstrated that critical nodes identified based
on the community structure can significantly enhance infor-
mation dissemination within the network. Taking inspiration
from the distributed features, communication intensity, and
communication scale of drones, this paper first proposes a
new communication-based node importance metric called
scale-intensity centrality (SIC), whose time complexity is
O(N 3). This metric incorporates the community structure,
local information, and global information of DCPN to assess
the importance of nodes.

As shown in Fig. 1(d), the first step is to identify the
community structure of DCPN. More specifically, this paper
employs the Louvain algorithm [58], an effective community
detection method, to obtain a set of communities that capture
the distributed features of drone swarms.

C = {c1, c2, ..., cq} (1)

where cq represents the qth community. Each community
consists a group of nodes that exhibit strong internal con-
nections and weaker connections with nodes outside the
community. This community structure information serves as
a foundation for our subsequent analysis and identification
of critical nodes in DCPN.

The communication scale represents the capability of a
node to communicate with other nodes from different com-
munities, signifying its potential to expand communication
beyond its own community. To quantify the communication
scale of a node, this paper considers the connections with its
neighbor nodes in other communities The communication
scale of vi is defined as:

CS(i) =
∑

v j∈�(i)

δ(i, j) (2)

where �(i) represents the set of neighbor nodes of vi , and
δ(i, j) is an indicator function that returns 1 if v j and vi
belong to different communities, and 0 otherwise. A higher
value of CS(i) that vi has a larger influence on the overall
communication and connectivity of DCPN by establish-
ing connections with nodes from different communities.
By incorporating the communication scale, this paper cap-
tures the distributed features and communication abilities of
drones in DCPN.

The communication intensity refers to the capability of a
node to communicate with other nodes within the same com-
munity. The ratio of the shortest path reflects the efficiency
of node communication and information exchangewithin the
community. Therefore, this paper quantifies the communica-
tion intensity of a node by the proportion of shortest paths
that pass through the node within the community. The com-
munication intensity of vi is defined as:

C I (i) =
∑

s �=t
vs ,vt∈C(i)

nist
nst

(3)

where C(i) represents the community to which node vi
belongs, nist represents the number of shortest paths pass-
ing through vi between vs and vt . nst represents the total
number of shortest paths between vs and vt . A higher value
ofC I (i) indicates a stronger andmore direct communication
capability within the community. By incorporating the com-
munication intensity, this paper captures the communication
efficiency and effectiveness of drones within their respective
communities.

The communication capability of a drone is mainly deter-
mined by its communication scale, and the communication
intensity can promote information exchange between drones,
thereby improving communication capability. Based on the
above analysis, this paper takes into account the community
structure, communication scale, and communication inten-
sity of the network, and then proposes a new critical drone
metric called SIC based on the communication, which is
defined as Eq. (4).

SIC(i) = CS(i)1+C I (i) (4)
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The dynamic strategy

To achieve the precise identification of critical drones, the
dynamic strategy is incorporated into SIC, which addresses
the adaptive communicationofmalicious drones.Thedynamic
scale-intensity centrality (DSIC) allows for the adaptation of
the network topology in response to attacks, simulating the
changing communication and connectivity patterns within
the drone swarm.

Algorithm 1 DSIC
Input: Drone swarm dynamic communication prediction network

DCPN, Parameter H ;
Output: The directed energy attack sequence A;
1: Initial the A;
2: while N>H do
3: Detect the community structure C = {c1, c2, ..., cq } of DCPN

based on Louvain algorithm;
4: Initial the CS, C I , and SIC ;
5: for i=1 to N do
6: Calculate the CS(i) based on Eq. (2);
7: Calculate the C I (i) based on Eq. (3);
8: Calculate the SIC(i) based on Eq. (4);
9: end for
10: Rank the V based on the decreasing order of SIC ;
11: Add the top-1 node into A;
12: Update the DCPN, removing the top-1 node and its associated

edges;
13: end while
14: return A.

Theprocess ofDSIC to identify the critical nodes inDCPN
is shown in Algorithm 1, whose time complexity is O(N 4).
When vi is identified as the top-1 node, both vi and associated
edges Ei={ei, j |i �= j ∈ [1, N ]} are removed from DCPN,
representing the attack impact on the network topology. This
process simulates the updated DCPN after each attack and
is stopped when N ≤ H . In this paper, the value of H is
set as 0, thereby considering the complete disintegration of
networks. In practical scenarios, H can be adjusted to other
values based on the network disintegration extent. On this
basis, DSIC ensures the identified node is the most critical in
updated DCPN. This dynamic and iterative strategy captures
the evolving features of drone swarms, thereby optimizing
the attack sequence A.

Overall, DSIC empowers the identification of critical
drones within dynamic drone swarms, accounting for the
evolving network topology and adaptability of drone swarms.

The prioritization strategy

To further improve the efficiency and reduce the time over-
head of DSIC, the prioritization strategy is incorporated. By
prioritizing the identification and destruction of critical nodes
within GCC, dynamic GCC-based scale-intensity centrality

(DGSIC) focuses on the most influential and interconnected
part of networks, thereby improving the efficiency of critical
node identification.

As shown in Fig. 1(d), DGSIC solely computes the SIC
values for the node setwithinGCCVG={vi |vi ∈GCC},which
typically plays a crucial role in maintaining network connec-
tivity and facilitating information exchange. NG=|VG | is the
size of GCC. Firstly, DGSIC sorts the VG in decreasing order
based on their SIC values and forms the sorted list L . Then,
DGSIC selects the top-1 node from L and adds it to A. After
the top-1 node is added to A, DCPN is updated. This iterative
process continues until NG ≤ H .

Algorithm 2 DGSIC
Input: Drone swarm dynamic communication prediction network

DCPN, Parameter H ;
Output: The directed energy attack sequence A;
1: Initial the A
2: Identify the GCC of DCPN;
3: while NG>H do
4: Detect the community structureC ={c1, c2, ..., cq }ofGCCbased

on Louvain algorithm;
5: Initial the CS, C I , and SIC ;
6: for i=1 to NG do
7: Calculate the CS(i) based on Eq. (2);
8: Calculate the C I (i) based on Eq. (3);
9: Calculate the SIC(i) based on Eq. (4);
10: end for
11: Rank the VG based on the decreasing order of SIC ;
12: Add the top-1 node into A;
13: Update the DCPN, removing the top-1 node and its associated

edges;
14: Identify the GCC of updated DCPN;
15: end while
16: return A.

The process of DGSIC to identify the critical nodes in
DCPN is shown in Algorithm 2, whose time complexity is
O(N ·N 3

G). By further incorporating the prioritization strate-
gies into DSIC, the time overhead is significantly reduced.
Compared to DSIC, DGSIC only necessitates the compu-
tation of node importance within GCC rather than across
all nodes in the network, leading to a decrease in time over-
head.Moreover, as the network gets fragmented intomultiple
smaller connected components due to attacks, the advantages
of DGSIC become even more pronounced. Additionally,
attacking the critical nodes according to DGSIC can signif-
icantly disrupt the connectivity and communication of the
network. Fig. 3 provides a comparison of the top-3 and top-4
critical nodes identified using SIC and DGSIC. As shown in
Fig. 3(a), when attacking the top-3 critical nodes identified
by SIC and DGSIC, the damage to the network structure is
the same. However, when the network becomes disconnected
after attacks, the critical nodes identified by DGSIC demon-
strate superior performance in terms of network disruption.
In Fig. 3(b), when attacking the top-4 critical nodes identi-
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Fig. 3 The damage comparison of two methods. a and b show the
damage to DCPN when attacking the top-3 and top-4 critical nodes
identified by SIC and DGSIC. The upper two figures are the results
based on SIC, and the lower two figures are based on DGSIC. The red
circles represent the attacked nodes, and the dotted lines represent the
affected communication

fied by DGSIC, DPCN is completely destroyed. In contrast,
it would require attacking more nodes identified by SIC to
achieve the same level of damage. These results demonstrate
the effectiveness of the prioritization strategy in DGSIC, as
it allows for the identification and attack of critical nodes
that have a greater impact on network communication and
connectivity, leading to more significant network disruption
with fewer attacks.

Overall, the dynamic and prioritization strategies of
DGSIC provide an efficient and effective approach for iden-
tifying critical nodes in dynamic drone swarms.

Experiments

To verify the performance of DGSIC, it has been compared
with several existing methods that are based on the different
types of information and centrality metrics. The comparison
includes the classical local information-based methods such
as DC [32] and LC [34], global information-based methods
such as BC [42], couplingmetric-basedmethods such asGIN
[45] and ECRM [46], classical network dismantlingmethods
such as KS [59] and GND [60], as well as community-based
methods such as NEES [52].

The datasets are shown in “Datasets”, and evaluation
metrics are shown in “Evaluation metrics”. The results of
experiments along with analysis are discussed in “Results
and analysis”. The ablation experiments are introduced in
“Ablation experiments”. Finally, the time complexity of nine
critical node identification methods is discussed in “Time
over head analysis”.

Table 1 The details of simulated networks

Network N E D < k > < d > c

SimNet10 10 18 0.6 3.60 1.96 0.69

SimNet20 20 48 0.5 4.80 2.58 0.66

SimNet40 40 83 0.4 4.15 3.76 0.51

SimNet80 80 196 0.3 4.90 4.22 0.47

Datasets

Toaddress the lack of standard drone datasets, the researchers
utilized AirSim, a popular drone simulator, to simulate the
DCPN. Four simulated networks were created, each with a
different size. The map size for the simulations was set to
1×1×1 (km×km×km), and the specific parameter settings
are shown in Table 1. In addition, this paper not only used
simulated networks but also incorporated eight real-world
networks to further evaluate the performance of DGSIC.
These real-world networks encompass various domains and
types of social and infrastructure networks. Here are the spe-
cific networks used:

Raccoon-proximity: An animal social network repre-
senting the proximity relationships among a group of rac-
coons.

Aves-weaver-social:Another animal social networkdepict-
ing the social interactions among a group of weaver birds.

Karate: A human social network that captures the inter-
actions among members of a university karate club.

Rt-retweet: A human social network derived from Twit-
ter, focusing on retweet interactions among users.

Road-chesapeake: A road network representing the road
connections in Chesapeake, Virginia, USA.

Bcspwr: An electrical grid network modeling the power
transmission system of British Columbia, Canada.

Ca-sandi-auths:A collaboration network among authors
in the field of computer science, specifically in the area of
San Diego, California, USA.

Adjnoun: A keyword network extracted from the British
NationalCorpus,where nodes represent adjectives and nouns
that co-occur frequently.

These real-world networks, which span across various
domains, provide representative examples that facilitate a
comprehensive evaluation of DGSIC. Partial details of these
networks are presented in Table 2, and additional information
can be obtained from the network repository. 1

1 https://networkrepository.com/networks.php.
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Table 2 The details of real-world networks

Network N E 〈k〉 〈d〉 c

Raccoon-proximity 19 57 6.00 2.03 0.68

Karate 34 78 4.59 2.41 0.57

Road-Chesapeake 39 170 8.71 1.84 0.45

Bcspwr 49 59 2.41 4.59 0.05

Aves-weaver-social 64 177 5.53 3.04 0.60

Ca-sandi-auths 86 123 2.86 4.84 0.40

Rt-retweet 96 117 2.44 4.31 0.06

Adjnoun 112 425 7.59 2.54 0.17

Evaluationmetrics

Critical nodes are highly influential nodes formaintaining the
network structure and function. Evaluating diverse critical
node identification methods necessitates a thorough analysis
of both structural and communication metrics. Therefore,
robustness and cascading failure metrics are introduced in
“Roubustness” and “Cascading failure”, respectively.

Robustness

Robustness refers to the ability of the network to resist delib-
erate damage. The robustness of the network decreases as
the degree of the damage, and the importance of nodes is the
opposite. The relative size of the giant connected component
(S) and network efficiency (E) are two classical robustness
metrics used to quantify the impact of critical node failures
on network connectivity and efficiency, which are defined as
follows:

S = N
′

N
(5)

where N
′
represents the size of GCC after direct energy

attacks.

E = 1

N (N − 1)

N∑

i �= j

1

di j
(6)

where N is the size of the network, di j is the length of the
shortest path from vi to v j . If there is no path, 1/di j=0. By
comparing these metrics across different critical node iden-
tification methods, this paper can assess the effectiveness of
DGSIC in identifying critical nodes that significantly affect
the robustness of the network (Fig. 4).

Cascading failure

The state of each node is divided as either normal or failed.
The normal node will fail if it is directly attacked, or if most

(a) step t (b) step t+1

(c) step t+2 (d) step t+3
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Fig. 4 An example of the cascading failure. The black circles and red
circles represent normal nodes and failed nodes, respectively. The adjec-
tive threshold θi of vi is consistently set as 0.3. a The initially failed
node is v4. b The effect of v4 on v5, v6, and v7 is bigger than θ5, θ6, and
θ7, respectively. Therefore, v5, v6 and v7 fail at step t + 1. c The effect
of v5 on v1 and v3 is respectively bigger than θ1 and θ3, thus they fail
at step t + 2. d Similarly, v1 and v3 make v2 failed at step t + 3. The
propagation terminates since all nodes fail at step t + 3

of its neighbor nodes fail. More specifically, when v j in �(i)
is attacked, the communication of vi will also be impacted. If
the communication loss of vi exceeds its adjustable threshold
θi , tasks cannot be carried out, and vi is considered failed.
Due to the tight connection between nodes, the failure of a
node will not only affect the communication of its neighbor
nodes but also has a cascading effect on information trans-
mission of the entire network.

To simulate these dynamic impacts, the Linear Threshold
model (LT) [61] is used, which is a classic cascading fail-
ure model. In this model, each normal node vi is assigned
a random θi . The effect of a failed node v j ∈ �(i) on vi is
determined by the parameter c ji=1/ki , where ki represents
the degree of node vi . If the sum of effects from all failed
nodes in �(i) exceeds θi at step t , vi will fail at step t + 1.
The cascading failures continue as long as there are no newly
failed nodes. To quantify the cascading communication loss
in the network, the cascading failure scale (F) is defined as
a metric, which is calculated as follows:

F = N f

N
(7)

where N f is the number of failed nodes in the network, and
the results are the average of 1000 experiments due to the
randomness of θi . By analyzing F , this paper can evaluate
the extent of cascading communication loss and assess the
effectiveness of different critical node identification methods
in terms of cascading failure.
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(a) SimNet10 (b) SimNet20 (c) SimNet40 (d) SimNet80

(e) SimNet10 (f) SimNet20 (g) SimNet40 (h) SimNet80

Fig. 5 The robustness experiment results in four simulated networks. a–d and e–h show the network efficiency E and the relative size of the giant
connected component S with the node attack ratio p in four simulated networks, respectively

Results and analysis

Extensive experiments validate the effectiveness of the pro-
posedmethod.The results of robustness and cascading failure
experiments are analyzed in “Robustness experiments” and
“Cascading failure experiments”, respectively.

Robustness experiments

In the experiments conducted in this paper, the deliberate
attacks are performed on DCPN. Specifically, the process
begins with the detection of malicious drone swarms, fol-
lowed by the construction of DCPN. Subsequently, various
methods for critical node identification are employed to iden-
tify critical drones, resulting in different A based on the
node importance. Finally, the directed energy attacks are
performed against the identified critical drones to assess the
impact of their failures on the structure and functionality of
drone swarms. In the event of an attack on a drone, the cor-
responding node itself and its associated edges are removed
from DCPN. This removal simulates the damage incurred
by the attack, disrupting the communication and connectiv-
ity among nodes within DCPN. By analyzing the changes in
network structure and function after deliberate attacks, this
paper aims to evaluate the impact of critical node failures on
DCPN and assess the efficacy of various methods for identi-
fying critical nodes.

Fig. 5 shows the robustness results of DGSIC and other
eight critical node identification methods in four simulated
networks. The results demonstrate that DGSIC exhibits a

significant advantage in terms of network efficiency and con-
nectivity, particularly in the early stages. Regardless of the
node ratio p, DGSIC consistently achieves the best results
and causes substantial damage to network efficiency and
connectivity. For instance, in Fig. 5(b)–(d), DGSIC out-
performs the suboptimal method by 86.02%, 20.04%, and
45.91% in terms of damaging the E when p=10%. Similarly,
in Fig. 5(f)–(k), DGSIC surpasses the suboptimal method
by 450%, 33.33%, and 142.86% in terms of damaging S
when p=10%. Although DGSIC does not exhibit a signifi-
cant advantage in SimNet10, it consistently achieves the best
results across different values of p. Notably, KS performs
poorly in these experiments, indicating that coarse-grained
methods are not suitable for small and sparse networks.
Among the compared methods, LC expands on DC by con-
sidering the third-order neighbor nodes. ECRM and GIN
combine DC with other global indicators. However, the per-
formance of LC and ECRM is similar to or even worse than
DC. This suggests that the extension metric of LC and the
similarity metric of ECRM do not have a positive impact and
may even have an opposite effect in small networks. On the
other hand, GIN performs better than DC in the early stages,
indicating that the shortest path strategy employed by GIN
contributes to its performance improvement. GND focuses
on the partial dismantling of GCC. NEES is a machine
learning-based critical node identification method that takes
into account both neighbor nodes andmulti-scale community
structures. As shown in Fig. 5, the performance of NEES and
GNDhas been significantly improvedwhen p>10%, and the
performance is further improvedwith the increase of p. Addi-
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(a) Raccoon-proximity (b) Karate (c) Road-chesapeake (d) Bcspwr

(e) Raccoon-proximity (f) Karate (g) Road-chesapeake (h) Bcspwr

Fig. 6 The robustness experiment results in four smaller real-world networks. a–d and e–h show the network efficiency E and the relative size of
the giant connected component S with the node attack ratio p in four smaller real-world networks, respectively

(b) Ca-sandi-auths (c) Rt-retweet (d) Adjnoun

(f) Ca-sandi-auths (g) Rt-retweet (h) Adjnoun

(a) Aves-weaver-social

(e) Aves-weaver-social

Fig. 7 The robustness experiment results in four bigger real-world networks. a–d and e–h show the network efficiency E and the relative size of
the giant connected component S with the node attack ratio p in four bigger real-world networks, respectively

tionally, BC also shows superior performance, which is only
inferior to DGSIC.

However, none of the abovemethods can achieve the same
performance as DGSIC. This is attributed to the effective
integration of communication intensity and scale in DGSIC,
taking into account the distributed nature of drones. Further-
more, DGSIC incorporates the dynamic and prioritization
strategies to improve the accuracy of critical node identifica-
tion.

Figures 6 and 7 show the robustness results in eight
real-world networks, and the results are almost consis-
tent with those from the simulated networks. It can be
observed that DGSIC consistently achieves optimal results
across the majority of the networks, especially in Bcspwr.
Additionally, DGSIC also demonstrates good performance
in animal social networks such as Raccoon-proximity and
Aves-weaver-social. These networks exhibit clear commu-
nity structures and sparse connections between communities,
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(a) SimNet40 (b) SimNet80

(c) Karate (d)  Aves-weaver-social

Fig. 8 The cascading failure experiment results. a–b and c–d show the
cascading failure scale F with the node attack ratio p in simulated and
real-world networks, respectively

which aligns well with the strengths of DGSIC. While the
advantage of DGSIC may not be particularly significant in
other networks, it still outperforms the compared methods,
showcasing its effectiveness in critical node identification.

Cascading failure experiments

Figure 8 shows the cascading failure scale F corresponding
to different node attack ratios p. From the results, we can
observe that as the p increases, the F shows an upward trend,
indicating a higher level of damage to the network. Among
the compared methods, DGSIC exhibits a more significant
increasing trend in F , indicating its superior performance in
causing cascading failures. Interestingly, GND achieves the
worst results in terms of cascading failure, suggesting that the
critical nodes identified byGNDdo not possess an advantage
in terms of cascading failure. This finding indirectly suggests
that the prioritization strategy of GND does not play a crucial
role in causing cascading failures.

The analysis reveals that when p<5%, the failure of
critical nodes has a relatively small impact on the net-
work. This suggests that the network possesses a certain
level of resilience against external damage. In addition, DC
exhibits better performance in the early stages, especially
in SimNet40. This suggests that in small networks with
higher clustering coefficients, attacking nodes with the high-
est degree will cause more significant damage to network
communication.

When p>5%, BC also shows excellent performance in
simulated networks. Moreover, ECRM demonstrates sig-

nificantly superior performance in real-world networks,
almost approaching DGSIC. This suggests that while ECRM
may not effectively identify nodes with high robustness, it
can identify nodes crucial for cascading failure. However,
DGSIC always achieves the maximum F across different
values of p, and the advantage becomes more pronounced
as p increases. This can be attributed to the dynamic strate-
gies incorporated in DGSIC, which ensure that the identified
critical node is the most crucial node in the current net-
work topology. By considering the dynamic feature of the
network and incorporating prioritization strategies, DGSIC
effectively identifies nodes that have the highest impact on
the network communication, leading to the highest cascad-
ing failure scale. For example, as shown in Fig. 8(a) and at
p=15%, the F of DGSIC increased by 14.43% and 18.79%
compared to DC and BC, respectively. Similarly in Fig. 8(d)
and at p=15%, the F of DGSIC increased by 5.58% and
3.62% compared to DC and ECRM, respectively. Moreover,
the F of NEES is significantly improved as p increases.
This suggests that the community structure plays a crucial
role in identifying critical nodes, particularly when the net-
work becomes sparse. For example, as shown in Fig. 8(b),
when p=10%, the F decreased by 14.59% compared to
DGSIC. When p=20%, the F decreased by 6.52% com-
pared to DGSIC. As shown in Fig. 8(c), when p=10%, the F
decreased by 27.12% compared to DGSIC. When p=20%,
the F decreased by 1.56%compared toDGSIC. These results
highlight the superiority of DGSIC in identifying critical
nodes and its ability tomaintain high cascading failure scales,
even as the node attack ratio p increases. The incorporation
of dynamic strategies in DGSIC contributes to its robust per-
formance in the face of deliberate attacks.

From the above analysis, it can be concluded that DCPN
has a certain ability to resist external damage. In addition,
attacking the critical nodes identified by DGSIC cannot only
quickly disrupt the connectivity and efficiency, but also cause
the maximum dynamic cascading impact on DCPN.

Ablation experiments

To further validate the effectiveness of the dynamic and prior-
itization strategies, this paper conducts ablation experiments
comparing SIC, DSIC, and DGSIC in terms of robustness
and cascading failure, as introduced in “The comparison of
three methods in robustness” and “The comparison of three
methods incascading failure”, respectively.

The comparison of three methods in robustness

The comparison of their robustness performance is depicted
in Fig. 9 for simulated networks and in Fig. 10 for real-world
social networks. The experimental results demonstrate that
there is virtually no distinction in the robustness performance
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(a) SimNet40 (b) SimNet80

(c) SimNet40 (d) SimNet80

Fig. 9 The robustness experiment results in two simulated networks.
a–b and c–d show the network efficiency E and the relative size of
the giant connected component S with the node attack ratio p in two
simulated networks, respectively

among the threemethodswhen p<5%. This can be attributed
to the network’s capacity to maintain its connectivity when
only a marginal fraction of nodes are attacked. In such cir-
cumstances, the most critical nodes identified by the three
methods are almost the same. Furthermore, SIC consistently
exhibits the poorest performance when p>5%. The integra-
tion of the dynamic strategy has substantially enhanced the
performance of DSIC. For instance, as shown in Fig. 9(b)
and (d), when p=15%, DSIC outperforms SIC by 11.36%
and 54.86% in terms of damaging the E and S, respectively.
This trend is consistent across real-world networks, as evi-
dent in Fig. 10(b) and (d), where at the same p=15%, DSIC
continues to outperform SIC by 16.97% and 31.61% in terms
of damaging the E and S, respectively. This consistent trend
stems from the dynamic strategy’s integration in DSIC. Fol-
lowing each critical node identification, DSIC updates the
network topology, ensuring the perpetuation of the identified
node’s paramount significance within the network structure
at that precise moment.

By further incorporating theprioritization strategy,DGSIC
gives priority to critical nodes within GCC when the net-
work becomes disconnected. Furthermore, as p increases,
the advantages of DGSIC become even more pronounced.
As shown in Figs. 9(a) and (c), 10(a) and (c), when p=15%,
DGSIC and DSIC demonstrate nearly the same perfor-
mance. However, when p=30%, DGSIC outperforms DSIC
by 5.64% and 6.06% in terms of damaging the E and S
as shown in Fig. 9(a) and (c), respectively. Similarly in
Fig. 10(a) and (c), DGSIC outperforms DSIC by 4.76% and
10.71% in terms of damaging the E and S, respectively. This

(b) Aves-weaver-social(a) Karate

(d) Aves-weaver-social(c) Karate

Fig. 10 The robustness experiment results in two real-world networks.
a–b and c–d show the network efficiency E and the relative size of
the giant connected component S with the node attack ratio p in two
real-world networks, respectively

(a) SimNet40 (b) SimNet80

(c) Karate (d) Aves-weaver-social

Fig. 11 The cascading failure results in four networks. a, b and c,
d show the cascading failure scale F with the node attack ratio p in
simulated and real-world networks, respectively

is because as p increases, the network becomes more discon-
nected, resulting in more numerous connected components.
Among them, GCC assumes a greater portion of the commu-
nication load. Consequently, prioritizing the disruption of
GCC would lead to more significant communication losses
within the network.
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Table 3 The time complexity of methods

Methods DC LC BC KS ECRM GIN GND NEES SIC DSIC DGSIC

Complexity O(N ) O(N · 〈k〉2) O(N 3) O(N ) O(N ) O(N 3) O(N · logN ) O(N · N 2
G) O(N 3) O(N 4) O(N · N 3

G)

Among them, N and 〈k〉 are the size and the average degree of a network. NG is the size of GCC

The comparison of three methods in cascading failure

Figure 11 illustrates the results of cascading failure experi-
ments in two simulated networks. These results almost align
with the robustness experiments, affirming that DGSIC not
only has superior performance in robustness but also in cas-
cade failures. Particularly noteworthy is the sharp increase
in the value of F with the rise of p in the Karate network,
where the distinctions between the three algorithms are less
pronounced. This phenomenon is attributed to the small size
of the Karate network, where the failure of even a few nodes
will gradually impact thewhole network. As the network size
expands, DGSIC’s advantage becomes increasingly evident.

Hence, when countering malicious drone swarms, the
sequence of critical nodes provided by DGSIC can be uti-
lized to target these drones using directed energy attacks.
This directed attack strategy enables the systematic disrup-
tion of critical droneswith great communication significance,
thereby achieving an efficient neutralization of malicious
drone swarms.

Time overhead analysis

Table 3 shows the time complexity of different critical node
identification methods. Compared to SIC, DSIC increases
the time complexity from N 3 to N 4. It’s evident that the
dynamic strategy, while significantly enhancing DGSIC’s
performance, also introduces the substantial time overhead.
DGSIC addresses this challenge by prioritizing the nodes in
GCC rather than all nodes in DCPN. Additionally, as the net-
work is disintegrated into smaller connected components, the
advantages of DGSIC become more pronounced. However,
despite the introduction of prioritization strategies, reducing
the complexity to N · N 3

G , it remains higher than the com-
parison methods.

Currently, the size of malicious drone swarms is manage-
able, and the computational overhead introduced by DGSIC
remains reasonable. Nonetheless, as the size of drone swarms
grows to thousands or even more, the computational burden
of DGSIC escalates considerably. We hope future research
can address this challenge and provide efficient solutions for
handling larger-scale drone swarms.

Conclusion and future work

To enhance the efficiency of directed energy attacks on
malicious drone swarms, this paper proposes a new criti-
cal drone identification method named dynamic GCC-based
scale-intensity centrality (DGSIC). The method is based on
the communication analysis and aims to identify critical
drones for targeted attacks, thereby maximizing the dis-
ruption caused to the malicious swarm. More specifically,
an extended dynamic communication prediction network
(DCPN) model is first constructed to predict the dynamic
communication of drones. On this basis, DGSIC is fur-
ther proposed to identify critical drones for targeted attacks,
enhancing the efficiency of directed energy attacks and max-
imizing the disruption of malicious drone swarms. DGSIC
optimizes the drone attack sequence for directed energy
attacks, ensuring that each attack inflicts more damage to
the robustness and triggers larger-scale cascading failures of
malicious drone swarms. This improvement contributes to
the effectiveness of directed energy attacks, facilitating the
rapid dissolution of malicious drone swarms while minimiz-
ing cost. However, while DGSIC enhances the performance
of critical drone identification, it also introduces a signifi-
cant time overhead. This temporal cost becomes particularly
pronounced when dealing with large-scale swarms compris-
ing thousands of drones. We hope that these issues will be
addressed in future research.

Moreover, future research can integrate trajectory pre-
diction methods for the automatic predictions of DCPN.
Advancements in drone detection technology enable the
direct detection of communication protocols embedded in
malicious drone swarms, thereby enhancing the accuracy
of DCPN construction and further improving the accuracy
of DGSIC. These advancements would contribute to more
effective approaches for counteringmalicious drone swarms.
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